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Editorial 

 

What? December already? Where did the year go? Well enough of unanswerable 

questions and on with the geology. In many ways this has been the year of the 

volcano; first there was Geldingadalir valley at the Fagradalsfjall mountain on the 

Reykjanes peninsula, South-West Iceland; then along came the old favourite Mount 

Etna on the eastern coast of Sicily. These are both tectonic features. But it was 

the eruption of the hot spot Cumbre Vieja which for me was the most dramatic; 

not only because of fondly remembered visits to the island, but more particularly 

for the toll of homes, livelihoods and infrastructure that is being exacted. 

Humans are resilient, but the recovery from this eruption will likely take many 

years. 

 

            
 

China’s Moon trip reveals surprisingly recent volcanic activity 

You wouldn't expect the prestigious publication 'Nature' to make exaggerated or 
misleading claims and I was mildly surprised by the heading until I read further, 

which I hope you will too.  China achieved a historic feat when its Chang’e-5 

lander touched down on the Moon on 1 December 2020, scooped up samples of 

the lunar surface and lifted off again two days later. It then performed an 

automated rendezvous with its mother ship in lunar orbit, which subsequently 

flew back to Earth. A re-entry capsule carrying the samples landed in Inner 



Mongolia on 16 December.  The first samples to be brought back from the Moon 

in half a century and the first ever by a Chinese mission  and carrying evidence 

of the most recent lunar lava ever analysed. Researchers used only tiny 

fragments from the 2 kilograms of rock to confirm predictions about the Oceanus 

Procellarum region, where the spacecraft had landed. At about two billion years 

old, the samples reveal volcanism that is at least one billion years younger than 

any found by NASA’s Apollo astronauts or by the Soviet Union’s uncrewed Luna 

missions in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Now you can see what Nature's headline writers mean by “surprisingly recent”. 

It’s all a matter of context. 

Lake Breach Floods Eroded the Surface of Early Mars 

Recent examination of satellite images of the planet has shown that massive 
floods from overflowing crater lakes were responsible for eroding at least 24% 

of the volume of incised valleys on early Mars. In common with all the rocky 

bodies in the solar system there is ample evidence of the late great 

bombardment that left the surface pockmarked with impact craters. We know 

that Mars was wet during its early life, and these craters became lakes. However, 

the crater walls created by ejecta from the impact have a fairly low mechanical 

strength and many of them breached, thus allowing the release of considerable 

volumes of water that scoured out some quite deep valleys. 

The analysis revealed two types of river valley: at 170.5 m  the median depth 

of a breach river valley is more than twice that of other river valleys created 

more gradually over time, which have a median depth of about 77.5 m. In 

addition, although the chasms appeared in a geologic instant, they have had a 

lasting effect on the surrounding landscape. 

 

 

Valley networks and paleolake outlet canyons on Mars: (a) distribution of 

analysed valley networks (black) and paleolake outlet canyons (white); grey 

shading indicates the combined latitude (poleward of ±30°) and age (younger 

than Early Hesperian) mask used for volume calculations; (b and c) examples of 
the early Martian landscape dissected by both valley networks (black) and 

paleolake outlet canyons (white). 
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Now for something a little nearer home – Mexico 

 

A country that often makes the headlines for all the wrong reasons, but on this 

occasion it was a magnitude 7 earthquake. That's quite big by any standards 

and the map shows the epicentre: 

 

 
 

But what made this especially interesting were the aerial displays that 

accompanied it. This brief video posted on Twitter shows the effect – and please 
ensure that you have sound as well. 

 

                https://twitter.com/i/status/1435431260084744195 

 

This is by no means a unique phenomenon and can occur both before and during 

large magnitude earthquakes. One of the first records of earthquake lights is 

during the 869 Sanriku earthquake, described as "strange lights in the sky" in 

Nihon Sandai Jitsuroku. The lights are reported to appear while an earthquake 

is occurring, although there are reports of lights before or after earthquakes, 

such as reports concerning the 1975 Kalapana earthquake. They are reported to 

have shapes similar to those of the auroras, with a white to bluish hue, but 

occasionally they have been reported having a wider colour spectrum. The 

luminosity is reported to be visible for several seconds but has also been 
reported to last for tens of minutes. Accounts of viewable distance from the 

epicentre varies: in the 1930 Idu earthquake, lights were reported up to 110 km 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1435431260084744195
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/869_Sanriku_earthquake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aurora_(astronomy)


from the epicentre. Earthquake lights were reportedly spotted in Tianshui, Gansu, 

approximately 400 kilometres north-northeast of the 2008 Sichuan earthquake's 

epicentre. 

 

There are various explanations about possible causes, one such is to involve the 

ionization of oxygen to oxygen anions by breaking of peroxy bonds in some types 

of rocks (dolomite, rhyolite, etc.) by the high stress before and during an 

earthquake. After the ionisation, the ions travel up through the cracks in the 

rocks. Once they reach the atmosphere these ions can ionise pockets of air, 

forming plasma that emits light. 

 

Rock of the month 
 

Members of the fossil group will know that I feed many of my finds directly to 

them, but I felt that this crinoid image should be shared more widely. 

 

                                 
 

They are an ancient fossil group that first appeared in the seas of the mid 
Cambrian, about 300 million years before dinosaurs. They flourished in the 

Palaeozoic and Mesozoic eras and some survive to the present day. Although 

sometimes different in appearance from their fossil ancestors, living forms 

provide clues about how fossil crinoids must have lived.  Fossil crinoids indicate 

that the rocks containing their remains were formed in a marine environment 

and, where abundant in Palaeozoic rocks, they suggest the former existence of 

shallow water conditions. In the early Carboniferous, their rich remains 

(particularly stem fragments) were solidified into rock called crinoidal limestone. 

Rare occurrences of complete fossilised crinoids indicate rapid burial in quiet, 

possibly poorly oxygenated waters. 

   

Photographs taken of thin sections of rocks and minerals can provide lots of 

information to the educated eye, but can also be interesting to those of us who 
are simply 'interested'. The picture below is of a thin section of limestone. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tianshui
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008_Sichuan_earthquake


 
 

Sediments are often found in limestones and can give it a coloured appearance.  

 
This is what sand looks like under the microscope: 

 

                                     
 

And now for some equally corny Cretaceous definitions 

 

I bear no responsibility for this item, and as Margaret Rodway wishes to remain 

anonymous, I won't mention her again. 

  
DANOSAUR - a prehistoric creature in Copenhagen 

 
DINOSOUR - bad-tempered brontosaurus 

 
BRONTESAURUS - Yorkshire dinosaur of great literary merit 



 
T HEX - tyrannosaur curse 

 
STIGOSAURUS - dinosaur living in a dump 

 
TRICERATIPS - snippets of advice from a horned dinosaur 

 
DIPLOFOCUS - concentrating dinosaur 

 
VELOCICAPTOR - carnivorous dinosaur taking prisoners 

 
PTERODOCTYL - prehistoric flying medic 

 
JURASSIC PARKA - dinosaur's thick jacket 
 
You can't say that you weren't warned! 
 

And to round off our year end offering 

 

                              A very happy Christmas to you all 
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